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Abstract. We present new techniques for passive ranging with a dual-
band IR search and track �IRST� sensor aboard a ship. Three distance
estimation methods are described: the atmospheric propagation model,
the apparent surface of the target, and target motion analysis �TMA�.
These methods are tested on the sensor output of real data during cold
water trials �CWTs�. They are evaluated by comparing with simulta-
neously obtained radar reference data at the test site. Results of these
three passive ranging and three fusion processes, combining the pre-
ceding methods, are presented. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
IR passive ranging techniques in the anti-air-warfare scenario. Majority
voting fusion shows that improvement of the distance estimation is
achieved in the CWT scenario when combining these three different
methods. A range-error reduction of 41% is obtained, and a typical un-
certainty of 5% is at a 8-km distance. During warm water trials �WWTs�
the TMA algorithm was adapted to deal with a dynamic environment of
the antisurface warfare scenario �ASuW�. These WWTs prove that TMA
in combination with an IRST system can extend the basic IRST function-
ality significantly for a dynamic ASuW scenario. © 2006 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2173948�
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1 Introduction

Overall situational awareness is of the utmost importance
for a command team aboard of a naval vessel. Picture com-
pilation of the surroundings of the ship is done by all the
available sensors aboard, with the objectives of knowing
where all “players” are and to acquire a positive identifica-
tion of those units around the naval vessel. By using active
sensor systems the naval vessel gives away its position.
Consequently, the use of passive systems is necessary.
Aboard the Royal Netherlands Navy �RNLN� Air Defense
Command Frigates �ADCF� are several passive sensor sys-
tems are available, an one of them will be a dual-band IR
search and track �IRST� system. The IRST system con-
stantly scans the environment of the ship and automatically
generates 2-D tracks of target objects. The missing param-
eter is the distance estimation to the target. By applying
different passive ranging methods it should be possible to
passively obtain 3-D data of a target, which increases the
situational and tactical awareness of the command team
aboard the naval vessel and enables them �when the accu-
racy of the distance estimate is high enough� to use a pas-
0091-3286/2006/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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ive sensor as a fire control sensor. There is currently no
ystem available that acquires 3-D information without ac-
ively transmitting energy.

This research focuses on a dual-band IRST system.
here are several reasons why the dual-band IRST system

s placed aboard the ADCF. The IRST system contributes to
he ship multisensor database, and its contribution is par-
icularly vital in the following conditions:

1. during ship emission restrictions
2. when active sensor�s� performance is degraded by

electronic countermeasures
3. when active sensor�s� performance is degraded by

multipath interference
4. when the environment favors infrared propagation

over radar propagation

espite all these contributions, there is one disadvantage:
he current passive sensor to be placed aboard the ADCF is
ot able to obtain 3-D tracks that include range.

In this paper, we present our study of the feasibility of
btaining range information from passive IR sensors only,
ith sufficiently high accuracy, in particular in the anti-air-
arfare �AAW� scenario. The study consists of the applica-
February 2006/Vol. 45�2�
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
tion, comparison, and combination of different ranging al-
gorithms. We limit ourselves to the following four
boundary conditions:

1. The output of the sensor for the distance estimation
consists of 2-D track information �bearing and eleva-
tion� and bearing and elevation rate.

2. The images belonging to the track information of the
IR cameras are available.

3. Real-time aspects of processing, uncertainty not di-
rectly linked to the distance estimation and design

Fig. 1 Dual-band stabilized sensor head of the long-range IRST
system. The system rotates at 1 Hz and has elevation coverage
optimized for sea skimming missiles and surface contacts. The plat-
form is stabilized over three axes. The sensor at the left side, as
seen from the back, is the long-wavelength �LW� �8.0= to 10.0
-�m� sensor and the medium-wavelength �MW� �3.0 to 5.0-�m�
sensor is at the right.

Table 1 Compa

Author Sensor M

Blackman and Popoli2 IRST S
A

Van Sweeden et al.3 IRST S

de Groot4 IRST I

Kemp5 IRST A

Schwering et al.6 Staring IRST A

Aytac and Barshan7 Infrared I

Sasaki et al.8 CCD camera I

Ono and Komatsu9 PCC I

Ruben and Michalowicz10 IRST T

An N/A denotes that the information cannot be d
stereo imaging; IDD, intensity distance diagram;
sis; AS, apparent surface of the target; APM,

counting camera.
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aspects of the used IRST system, fall beyond the
scope of this paper.

4. Meteorological and scenario data is available-in real
time.

he IRST �Ref. 1� consists of two IR sensors, processing
quipment, and several control and supply units. Both sen-
ors are placed in a stabilized sensor head that is shown in
ig. 1.

The sensor will be placed aboard the Netherlands ADCF.
ts main purpose is to detect and track incoming sub- and
upersonic sea-skimming missiles. Before actual integra-
ion of the sensor in the combat management system of the
hip, a preproduction model is designed by the manufac-
urer and placed and evaluated at a land-based test site
LBTS� and a sea-based test site �SBTS�. The system is
ubmitted to cold water trials �CWTs� and warm water tri-
ls �WWTs� at, respectively, the LBTS and the SBTS.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
elated work and discusses the most appropriate methods
or passive ranging with the IRST system. Section 3 con-
inues with the combined method for passive ranging used
or evaluating the CWT scenario. Section 4 gives the ex-
erimental results. Results of a dynamic scenario during
WTs are also presented. Section 5 is the discussion and

n Sec. 6, the conclusions are formulated.

Passive Ranging

.1 Related Work
efore discussing our research in the next sections, an
verview of related papers is presented here. Related work
n passive ranging is reported by a considerable number of
uthors. These references describe a variety of possible pas-
ive ranging techniques, applications and combinations of
ifferent sensor systems. A summary is shown in Table 1.

f related work.

Fusion Experiments

TMA, MS, Yes Real and simulated

APM, AS Yes None

ive TMA No Real and simulated

No N/A

No None

y, 2 sensors Yes Real and simulated

y, 2 sensors No Real

y No Real and simulated

No Simulated

form the reference. Abbreviations used are S,
target motion analysis; MS, multispectral analy-
pheric propagation model; and PCC, photon-
rison o

ethod

, IDD,
S

, IDD,

nteract

S

PM

ntensit

ntensit

ntensit

MA

educed
TMA,
atmos
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
Techniques mentioned for passive ranging are stereo im-
aging �S�, use of intensity-distance diagrams �IDD�, target
motion analysis �TMA�, multispectral analysis �MS�, calcu-
lating the apparent surface of a target �AS�, using atmo-
spheric propagation models �APMs�, combining a priori
knowledge from an active sensor such as a laser range
finder, and using a dual-platform combination for sensor
fusion. An important conclusion from the references is that
little research is done for single-operating long-range IR
sensors. An actual implementation and evaluation for an
actual existing IRST system with live target data has not
been found. Furthermore, the combination of different pas-
sive ranging techniques is, to the best of our knowledge,
not practically implemented in an IRST system.

Based on the methods described in the related work of
Table 1 �S, IDD, TMA, MS, AS, APM� and the output of
the IRST sensor, TMA, APM, and AS are further investi-
gated. Stereo imaging �S� is not a good candidate because
the instantaneous field of view of the sensors limits the use
of this method for passive ranging to a distance of about
2 km. The IDD and MS methods are not taken into account
because of unavailable information.

2.2 Methods for Distance Estimation
The output of the IRST sensor consists of bearing and bear-
ing rate, elevation and elevation rate of the target, and the
images of both camera systems. This information is deliv-
ered in successive time steps. The three selected methods
are described in the next subsections. A comparison of the
methods concludes in Sec. 2.2.

2.2.1 APMs
Based on the altitude of the target and more scenario infor-
mation such as meteorological data, it is possible to make a
distance estimate when the target is observed for the first
time. There are several distortions to deal with at IR fre-
quencies when calculating the distance to the horizon or an
object at the horizon.11–14 There are effects that cause ab-
sorption and the effective earth radius will change because
of refraction. Furthermore scintillation �rapid fluctuations
in signal amplitude �fading rate per second� due to atmo-
spheric effects� also affects the propagation of IR rays.
These effects are not always a disadvantage for the distance
performance of IR sensors. Certain atmospheric conditions
enlarge the distance of first detection of an object in the IR
spectrum.

Various models are available to estimate the propagation
of IR rays in the trajectory of interest. Meteorological input
data is needed and of great importance for the accuracy of
the used model.14 Some models are

1. MODTRAN, a computer model for prediction of the
optical properties of the atmosphere

2. IRTool, a model for prediction of the effect of refrac-
tion

3. ARTEAM, a ray-tracing model for electro-optic �EO�
applications

4. IRBLEM, an IR boundary layer effects model15

Since IRBLEM is available for the RNLN and the model is
an improved version of MODTRAN for usage in a mari-

time environment, we use this model. e
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The IRBLEM estimates the influence of absorption, re-
raction, and scintillation on the propagation of IR waves in
he so-called “marine boundary layer” above the sea sur-
ace. Previous research on this subject11–14 shows that this
ethod provides realistic first-distance estimates. Besides a
rst-distance estimate, the model IRBLEM gives the effec-

ive transmission for the propagation path. Furthermore, the
arget intensity is approximated from the IR images by the
se of a calibration equation:

=
� �Ipeak�target − Ibackground���

�background
NEILW�band, �1�

here I is the intensity, Ipeak�target is the peak intensity of the
arget, Ibackground is the mean intensity of the background,
� is the solid space angle of the irradiance field of view
IFOV�, �background is the standard deviation of the empty
ky background, and NEILW�band is the estimated noise
quivalent irradiance of the LW camera. During CWTs the
W band dominated the MW band, which complicates the
ossible combination of both bands. We choose to use the
ominant spectral band. Because an object emits radiation
ll around and we receive the intensity at a distance R, the
ntensity �I� is16

= W
�

R2 , �2�

here W is the target radiant intensity, and � is the trans-
ission to the distance R. The radiant intensity of the target

s assumed known, but estimated here from the TMA pro-
ess.

.2.2 AS of the target

rocessing and interpretation of the recorded images adds
nformation to the solution of the distance estimation prob-
em. The optical AS of the target changes when distance is
hanging. The region of interest �i.e., the incoming target�
ill grow while approaching the ship �larger apparent sur-

ace�. Figure 2 shows some images taken by the sensor.
The AS method requires an extended target �a target that

xtends over multiple pixels� imaged at different distances,
ith the distance difference known.3 The first detection of

n incoming target will display a tiny spot in the image. A
ray-value-intensity-based threshold procedure is used to
etermine the size of the target. The IRST sensor first de-
ects the target. Second, examination of the boundary re-
ions in the image around the target of interest is performed
o obtain a threshold value. Finally, computation of the sur-
ace of the target of interest is done.

The area of an extended target may also change with a
hanging viewing aspect, but if we assume a straight in-
oming target, then

=
c

R2 , �3�

here A is the number of pixels of the target, c is the
onstant of proportionality, and 1/R2 represents the influ-

nce of distance on the target area. From this it follows that

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
dA

dR
= − 2

c

R3 . �4�

Combining Eqs. �3� and �4� yields

R = − 2A
1

�dA/dR�
. �5�

When dA /dR is approximated by �A /�R, representing the
ratio of the measured changes in target area and distance
respectively, an estimate of the distance R is obtained. A
limitation of this method is that an initial reference distance
and the changes in distance are required. Another limitation
is that this method is only useful for extended targets.

2.2.3 TMA
A distance estimation method based on angle measure-
ments is TMA. Using target tracking based on bearing in-
formation created by own-ship movement, the distance is
estimated. Because of the very accurate bearing measure-
ments of IR sensor systems, TMA looks very suitable to
use for distance estimation with an IRST sensor. There are
several variations of TMA; single-leg Ekelund17 for targets
with bearing rate, cross measurements for targets with no or
small own velocity, or the usage of TMA-based filters18 for
dynamic targets in operational scenarios. The TMA prin-
ciples used during our tests are described in the following.

TMA used principle for dynamic targets. The TMA
principle during WWTs is based on batch-type filters.
Those types of filters have been used in passive sonar track-
ing systems. This batch-type filter is very suitable in a pas-
sive tracking system, especially in an optronic system,
where angle measurements are very accurate. Due to the
lack of range measurements in a passive system, the com-
plete state vector of the target cannot be resolved. However,
if the sensor is moving with a nonconstant course or speed,
the complete target state vector is automatically resolved.
The requirement is that the sensor position with respect to
an inert reference point is known at any time with sufficient

Fig. 2 IR images from an airplane �left is LWIR
mean has been removed for each line.
accuracy. The batch filter is very suitable for adding a pri-

Optical Engineering 026402-4
ri knowledge about the target dynamic constraints or other
ensor measurements to the batch. Also passive measure-
ents from other sensors of other platforms could be

dded.
To be able to estimate the state of the target, an assump-

ion must be made about the target dynamic model. Next
e illustrate a constant velocity target model. This model
as 6 degrees of freedom. Other target models, such as con-
tant height and fixed position, reduce the degrees of
reedom.

Figure 3 visualizes the geometry of the dynamic TMA
rocess is visualized. Here psensor�t� is the 3-D Cartesian
osition of the IRST sensor with respect to a fixed refer-
nce point O, pt�t� is the position of the target at time t with
espect to the fixed reference point O, pS�t� is the sensor
elative �measured� position of the target at time t, and vt�t�
s the speed vector of the target. Suppose our sensor posi-
ion is known at every time t with respect to an inertial
eference point O. The measured bearing B�t� and elevation
�t� �not given in 2-D Fig. 3, this is the measured elevation
ngle of the target� are given by

�t� = arctan�xs�t�/ys�t�� , �6�

is MWIR�; the axes are pixel numbers; and the
, right
Fig. 3 Visualization of dynamic TMA vectors and geometry.

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
E�t� = arcsin� zs�t�
�ps�t��

� , �7�

where

ps�t� = 	xs�t�
ys�t�
zs�t�


 = pt�t� − psensor�t� , �8�

and xs�t�, ys�t�, and zs�t� are the components of state vector
of the target. The model equation at t0 looks like:

H = 	1 0 0 �t − t0� 0 0

0 1 0 0 �t − t0� 0

0 0 1 0 0 �t − t0�

 , �9�

where H is the state model and t and t0 are the time and the
time at t=0. Then,

H�pt�t0�
vt�t0�

� = psensor�t� + ps�t� = psensor�t� + R�t�

�	 sin B�t�cos E�t�
cos B�t�cos E�t�

sin E�t�

 , �10�

where R�t� is the range at time t. Eliminating the range
equation, by using the following transformation:

Lt = � cos B�t� − sin B�t� 0

− sin B�t�sin E�t� − cos B�t�sin E�t� cos E�t� �
�11�

results in

LtH�pt�t0�
vt�t0�

� = Ltpsensor�t� . �12�

This is the basic equation for each observation. For every
measurement B, E of a track at t= ti we can add the basic
equation to an overdetermined set of equations, which can
be resolved by using singular value decomposition �SVD�:

Ax̄ = b̄ ,

USVTx̄ = b̄ ,

x = VS−1UT b̄ . �13�

If the set is nonsingular the state vector x̄ can be resolved
directly, otherwise the singular diagonal elements in S−1

can be replaced by variables. This will result in a solution
space, where the real solution can be written as a linear
combination of range and null space vectors. With a singu-
lar set of equations some observable states can be derived
such as time to go �TTG�, time, and direction of the closest

point of approach �CPA�. i

Optical Engineering 026402-5
MA used principle for stationary targets. The geo-
etrical layout of the static TMA process is visualized in
ig. 4. A limitation is that the ship must move over time to
ollect different bearing information. Movement of the ship
s indicated by the thick black arrow to the north ���t�. For
he bearing at time t=0 the following equations apply:

= R sin�B1� , �14�

nd

= R cos�B1� , �15�

here x is the x coordinate of the target, y is the y coordi-
ate of the target, R is the range of the target, and B1 is the
earing from the own ship to the target at time t=0. Com-
ining Eqs. �14� and �15� gives

= �1/tan�B1��x . �16�

t time t= t, Eq. �16� becomes

= v�t + �1/tan�B2��x , �17�

here v is the speed of the own ship, �t is the time be-
ween the bearing measurements and B2 is the bearing at
ime t= t. Combining Eqs. �16� and �17� gives the intersec-
ion point �x ,y�. The range equation is

= �x2 + y2�1/2�� v�t

1/tan�B1� − 1/tan�B2��2

+ ��1/tan�B1��
v�t

1/tan�B1� − 1/tan�B2�2�1/2

. �18�

quation �18� is simplified to

=
− v�t sin�B2�
sin�B1 − B2�

. �19�

The most relevant assumptions with this TMA analysis
re �1� the target is nonmoving or travels in a straight line
ith a constant velocity and �2� the availability of a mini-
um of two sets of track data of the target.
A limitation of this method is that the greater the veloc-

Fig. 4 Geometrical visualization of the static TMA bearings.
ty of the target in relation to the velocity of the own plat-

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
form, the worse will be the distance estimation. With this
TMA method it is possible to estimate the distance when
the target comes straight toward the ship.

2.2.4 Comparison of methods
A comparison between the three methods is given in Table
2. The distance estimates of the methods APM, AS of the
target, and TMA �stationary� are implemented separately as
well as combined in the CWT sections. The TMA method
has a direct numerical output for the distance estimation,
and the APM and AS methods require an initial reference.
This reference distance estimation is given by the TMA
method.

3 Combined Method Used in CWT Scenario
Under the assumption that all methods described in Sec. 2
provide useful, but not ideal, range data, we consider the
possibility of combining the different range estimates to
improve the range result. The distance estimation of the
specific methods is then input for a fusion process. The
fusion itself is based at decision levels, so decision level
fusion is chosen �in Ref. 19 a distinction is made between
data-, feature-, and decision-level fusion�. As methods for
fusion we choose “best method,” “voting,” and “weighted
average.”

3.1 Fusion Scheme
An important factor for information fusion is that the out-
put of each method must give a confidence level that de-
scribes the �un�certainty. A confidence level expresses a
confidence or belief in the uncertainty of a distance esti-
mate at a certain time, which is expressed as a number
between 0 and 1. The confidence values are used to indicate

Table 2 Advantages an

Method Advantage Disadvanta

APM
Additional scenario
information available from
atmospheric model

Meteorolog
Many inpu
Target rad
Indicative
needed

AS Moving target indication
available

Initial refer
Changes i
Useful for

TMA �stationary�
Only bearing and own
ship information needed

Inaccurate
Ship move

TMA �dynamic� Resolving 3-D position
and velocity of the target;
suitable for adding a priori
knowledge and other
sensor measurements

Own ships
knowledge
required; s
or surface
range �les
an order in the uncertainty of the methods. This means that
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higher confidence value implies a lower uncertainty num-
er for a method. Figure 5 presents the layout for the fusion
f the distance estimations.

The decision-level information fusion method adjusts
he weight of each method by means of a mapping �weight-
ng� function. This mapping function requires one param-
ter �ui, dependent on the confidence level� for each method
and adjusts differences between the three methods. The
apped distance estimation methods are combined with a

ecision-level fusion function to acquire a single distance
stimation.19,20

.2 Uncertainty in the Methods and Confidence
Levels

ncertainty in the three chosen methods is present because
f parameter predictions, inaccurate measurements, and/or
ependency on other methods. We implemented uncertainty
n all input parameters for the different range equations,
nd the input parameters are assumed independent.

.2.1 APM
ncertainty in the APM method is incorporated by adding

n uncertainty percentage to all input parameters in the
ange Eq. �2�. The uncertainty in the atmospheric input pa-

vantages per method.

Range Equation

formation needed.
eters

ensity needed
tance estimate and velocity of target

R = �W
�

I
�

11

istance needed.
nce needed
ed targets

R = − 2A
1

dA/dR

city target is larger than own ship
equired

R =
− v�t sin�B2�
sin �B1 − B2�

uvers, or a priori
target dynamics
for slow moving air
at relative short

10 km�

Dependent on the
geometry of the tracking

problem
d disad

ge

ical in
t param
iant int
first dis

ence d
n dista
extend

if velo
ment r

mane
about

uitable
targets

s than
Fig. 5 Information fusion flow diagram.
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
rameters of the IRBLEM gives an overall uncertainty in the
transmission �. First, the sensitivity of the transmission for
the different input parameters is determined �atmospheric
input parameters like solar radiation, wind speed, etc. have
negligible influence on the total transmission�. Then four
remaining input parameters for determining the transmis-
sion are combined in one uncertainty number for the trans-
mission:

� = �irblem�p,air � temp,rel � hum,water � temp� + �� , �20�

where � is the transmission with uncertainty; �irblem is the
transmission without uncertainty dependent of the pressure
�p�, the air temperature �air�temp�, the relative humidity
�rel�hum� and the water temperature �water�temp�; �� is
the uncertainty in the transmission �. The uncertainty is
calculated by:

�� = ����p�2 + ���air�temp�2 + ���rel�hum�2

+ ���water�temp�2�1/2, �21�

where ��p is the uncertainty in the transmission � when
only the uncertainty in the pressure is incorporated. We
applied a similarly method for the uncertainties in air tem-
perature, relative humidity, and water temperature. The un-
certainty in the pressure is calculated by

��p = ���p�min − �irblem� + ��p�max − �irblem��/2, �22�

where �p�min is the transmission calculated with the model
for the minimum pressure and �p�max is the transmission
with the maximum pressure. Analogous to Eq. �22�, the
uncertainty for the other three atmospheric input param-
eters is determined. Analogously to the uncertainty calcula-
tions for the transmission, the uncertainty for the intensity I
in Eq. �1� is calculated with the appropriate input param-
eters. The uncertainty in the target radiant intensity input
parameter W in Eq. �2� is estimated by calculating this pa-
rameter with the information from the TMA method. Here
it is determined from the TMA process to be
1460 to 1650 W/sr. This estimate of the parameter W is
calculated with Eq. �2�, where I�=11.31 W/m2� is
derived from the available images, an estimate of
R�=7.9 to 8.4 km� is available from the TMA �stationary�
process, and � �=0.49� is available from the IRBLEM
model. An estimate of the parameter W should be known
for all available targets.

The total uncertainty in the range �R in Eq. �2� is cal-
culated for the method APM as follows:

�R = �����2 + ��W�2 + ��I�2�1/2, �23�

where ��, �W, and �I are the impacts in the range uncer-
tainty of all the uncertainties in the range estimate due to
transmission, intrinsic target radiation, and image intensity,
respectively. After calculation of the derivatives of range
Eq. �2�, we get:

�R

R
= ����

2�
�2

+ ��W

2W
�2

+ ��I

2I
�2�1/2

. �24�

This means that the total uncertainty in the APM method is

dependent on the chosen uncertainty percentages in the i
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ransmission, target radiant intensity, and the intensity. We
efine the confidence level �CL� of the method APM as 1
inus the uncertainty in range of the method divided by the

ange:

L = 1 −
�R

R
. �25�

.2.2 AS
ncertainty in the AS method is incorporated by adding an
ncertainty percentage to all input parameters in the range
f Eq. �5�. The approach of the uncertainty calculations, as
ell as for the CL calculations, is the same as for the APM
ethod. The total uncertainty in the range �R in Eq. �5� for

he AS method and the calculation of the derivatives give:

�R

R
= ���A

A
�2

+ ��dA

dA
�2

+ ��dR

dR
�2�1/2

. �26�

.2.3 TMA for stationary targets
ncertainty in the TMA method is incorporated by adding

n uncertainty percentage to the input parameters in the
ange of Eq. �19�. After applying analogous equations �e.g.,
qs. �20�–�23�� for the TMA method, the uncertainty in the

ange estimated by the method TMA is given by

�R

R
= ��−

�B1

1/2 sin�2B1 − 2B2��2

+ � �B2�− 2�cos�B2 − 2B1� − cos B2��
�2 sin B2 − sin�3B2 − 2B1� + sin�B2 − 2B1���

2

+ ��v
v
�2

+ ����t�
�t

�2�1/2

. �27�

ased on the preceding uncertainty analysis for the differ-
nt methods the confidence levels of the methods are estab-
ished �according to Eq. �25��.

.3 Methods Used for Fusion
he decision fusion methods “best,” “weighted average,”
nd “majority voting” were chosen to use in the CWT sce-
ario. This choice was made because these “simple” meth-
ds already give satisfying results.

.3.1 Best method
he best method is probably the simplest form of fusion.
he best method just selects the best distance estimation
ethod available at that time. This method is based on the

est �highest� CL per time step. No mapping function is
sed. “Selection” is the fusion function used.

.3.2 Weighted average method
his method is stated as follows:

combined = uAPMRAPM + uASRAS + uTMARTMA, �28�

here ui is the adjusted mapping functions �ui

CLi /	CLi�, the average CLi �on the history� per method

s confidence levels, and Ri is the distance estimate for a

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
specific method �index i�. Its fusion function is “summa-
tion.”

3.3.3 Majority voting method

Voting fusion is described by thresholds. A vote is given if
the method has a confidence level that is higher than a
threshold. The votes are summed and a second threshold
selects between one out of three �“or” voting�, 2 out of 3
�majority voting�, or 3 out of 3 �“and” voting� votes. The
voting fusion function and the mapping are given by

F�CLAPM,CLAS,CLTMA� = threshold�CLAPM,u1�

+ threshold�CLAS,u2�

+ threshold�CLTMA,u3� , �29�

where CLAPM, CLAS, and CLTMA are the confidence levels,
and u1, u2, and u3 are the mapping parameters. Majority
voting is implemented by the rule: the best �based on CL� 2
methods out of 3 and adjust the mapping function for the 2
selected methods to the CL analogue to the adjusted map-
ping function in Eq. �28�.

4 Experimental Results
For IRST, two distinct relevant operational scenarios exist.
These two, the cold and the warm water environments, de-
termine the main limitations of the system. We have chosen

Fig. 6 Surface geometry of an example of a WW
target reference data, and green as the TMA st
to perform experiments in these two scenarios. b

Optical Engineering 026402-8
.1 WWTs
uring the preliminary WWTs, the objective was to get

nsight into the passive ranging performance of the IRST
ensor, since this was the first opportunity for the IRST
ensor to be placed on a ship. The dynamical TMA algo-
ithm used during the WWTs is described in Sec. 2.2.3. The
nowledge of the absolute own sensor position on a mov-
ng platform at any time enabled the use of the full TMA
lgorithm.

On September 16, 2003, about 18 runs with typical pas-
ive ranging scenarios at different ranges to a target ship
ere performed. Typical scenarios were simulated as trial
reparation, with added Gaussian bearing and elevation
oise with a standard deviation of 1 mrad. All results pre-
ented are nonconstrained 6 degrees of freedom solutions
3-D position and velocity�. This means that no a priori
nformation was added to the TMA filter. Figure 6 illus-
rates a typical TMA simulation scenario used as trial
reparation.

As explained in Sec. 2.2.3, TMA for dynamic targets
equires a nonconstant course of the own ship. As trail
reparation, a snake pattern was simulated. The TMA algo-
ithm performed as expected, and the state vector solution
tabilized at the simulated target.

.1.1 Results of the WWT scenario
igures 7 and 8 show the result of a 60-deg own ship pat-

ern, starting at a range of 11.5 km.
The own ship position in Fig. 7 is determined with glo-

ario with blue as the own ship track, red as the
tor.
T scen
al positioning satellite �GPS� data, and the reference target

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�



de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
Fig. 7 Estimation of the state vector of a surface target; results of 60-deg own ships pattern, starting
at a range of 11.5 km.
Fig. 8 Range estimation compared to reference range of the surface target; result of 60-deg own

ships pattern, starting at a range of 11.5 km.
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
track is determined with the calibrated radar system of the
own ship. Figure 8 explicitly shows the range solution of
the state vector solution. Stabilization of the range solution
is acquired after 100 s.

4.1.2 Analysis of the results
Typical range accuracies of 10% were observed after run-in
of the batch filters. Run-in is reached a few seconds after
the first own ship maneuver. However, due to the required
own ship maneuver, TMA for dynamic targets gives a good
distance solution after 100 s. The speed and course solu-
tions look less stable, but improvement is possible when
using a separate low-pass filter for velocity. Several param-
eters contribute to an accurate range solution. The short-
time stability of the own ship position �i.e., 3-D sensor
position� has a large influence on the range solution. Small
errors in the IRST sensor position result in larger ranging
errors. The stability of the extended target track is impor-
tant; a change in aspect angle with respect to the target can
change the targets center of gravity, leading to biased ob-
servations. At short ranges, this effect is stronger than at
long ranges.

4.2 CWTs
This subsection focuses on the scenario for the passive
ranging test and the results during CWTs. The methods are
implemented and applied to the CWT scenario data, and the
results are evaluated with the actual ground truth distances
measured with a radar system. The dynamical TMA method
used in the WWT scenario performed well. For the CWT
we used the stationary TMA version. The reason for choos-
ing a less optimal variant of the TMA was the long time
required �over 100 s� for the “TMA dynamically variant” to
come to a stable distance solution �see Fig. 8�. Furthermore,
the stationary location of the site and presence of head-on
targets support this choice.

To apply stationary TMA, a simple straight-moving own
ship is assumed. The input of the target information is
based on the trials with the preproduction model of the
dual-band IRST sensor at the LBTS location in Den Helder
�NL�. The runs were recorded in January 2003. The basic
scenario is put in Cartesian coordinates. The basic 2-D sce-
nario is shown in Fig. 9. The airplane began its inbound run
at about 25 km. Bearing information for the simulated ship
is updated based on the true scenario data including ground
truth range recordings and triangulation calculations:

new � bearing Þ
cos Bnew

sin Bnew
=

y�t � new� − v�t

x�t � new�
, �30�

where Bnew is the new bearing, x�t �new� and y�t �new� are
the x and y coordinates at the next time step, v is the speed
of the ship, and �t is the difference between time t and
t �new.

The airplane trajectory is put in the basic scenario using
radar system recordings. The preceding basic scenario
serves well as a reference model. We use the bearing infor-
mation and simulated bearing information from the basic
scenario as input for the TMA distance estimation method

and we test the TMA method on the same scenario. This is e

Optical Engineering 026402-1
ossible because the true range is removed from Eq. �19�
nd has no further impact on the bearing. Furthermore, un-
ertainty is added to the bearing.

.2.1 Results of the CWTs scenario
he scenario just described is used to test the three passive

anging methods and the combined fusion methods. Results
re displayed from the time stamp t=150.

PM. Results of the distance estimation APM method are
resented in Fig. 10. The APM method is explained in Sec.
.2.1. The distance estimate is obtained by combining the
ransmission estimates from IRBLEM, the calculated inten-
ity from Eq. �1�, and the estimated intrinsic radiation in
q. �2�. The distance uncertainty is calculated according to
q. �23�. The figure shows the distance and errors com-
ared to the radar reference data. From the figure, we ob-
erve a good comparison between APM range estimates

ig. 9 Basic 2-D model with simulated own ship �green points� and
irplane �red points� recordings at LBTS.

ig. 10 APM distance and accuracy estimate compared to the ref-

rence data.

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�0
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
and the reference data, with some larger deviations at the
short-range side of the graph and hence APM performs well
and is stable.

AS. The AS of the target is obtained by counting all pixels
above the peak value of the maximum of the background
noise:

pixelstarget 
 maxbackground,

where pixelstarget are the pixels belonging to the target and
maxbackground is the maximum pixel value per image of the
background. This rule is chosen because of stability rea-
sons; fluctuations in the background noise are eliminated by
this rule. The results are displayed for the LW band, as this
is the dominating IR band in the cold scenario. Results are
depicted in Fig. 11. The figure shows the distance en errors
compared to the radar reference data. The AS method is
explained in Sec. 2.2.2. The �change in� target area is re-
trieved form the available images. The changes in distance
are available from the TMA process. Equation �5� then
gives the distance estimate. Uncertainty calculations are
performed analogously to those for the APM method. From
the figure we conclude that the performance of this method
for passive ranging at these ranges is not good.

TMA. Figure 12 shows the TMA results. The figure shows
the distance and errors compared to the radar reference
data. TMA for stationary targets is explained in Sec. 2.2.3.
Bearing 1 is retrieved from the available information. Bear-
ing 2 is calculated from the basic scenario in Sec. 4.1. The
speed of the own ship is known. The difference in time is
the time between the successive time steps. TMA distance
estimates are calculated according to Eq. �19�. Uncertainty
calculations are performed analogously to those for the

Fig. 11 AS distance and accuracy estimate compared to the refer-
ence data.
APM method. On average, the performance of the TMA

Optical Engineering 026402-1
ethod is fair. For the first measurement at t=164, the es-
imate is good but the uncertainty is very high. At a closer
ange the performance degrades.

usion methods. Before applying the fusion methods, the
onfidence levels are calculated according to Eq. �25�. The
onfidence levels per time step, which are input for the
usion process, for each method are given in Table 3. The
able shows that the TMA confidence levels are on average
.04 higher than those for the APM �discarding the first
ime stamp�. The AS confidence levels are always the low-
st. Only at time stamps 164 and 193 is the confidence level
igher for the APM method.

With the confidence levels from Table 3 and the fusion
ethods from Sec. 3.3, the distance estimations per fusion
ethod are calculated.
To compare the performance of the separate distance

stimation methods with the fusion methods the errors in

ig. 12 TMA distance and accuracy estimate compared to the ref-
rence data.

Table 3 Confidence levels per time step in CWTs.

ime �s� CLAPM CLAS CLTMA

64 0.79a 0 0.50

79 0.85 0 0.97

84 0.86 0.43 0.90

89 0.86 0.67 0.90

93 0.87a 0.71 0.87

98 0.88 0.79 0.90

03 0.88 0.79 0.90

08 0.89 0.83 0.90
A CL value is higher than TMA CL value at that range.

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�1
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
distance per method compared to the ground truth were
calculated and are shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13 we see that
at a distance of 8 km, the error is within an accuracy of
about 5% for the fusion method “majority voting” and the
APM method. Results for closer ranges of the target are not
within this accuracy.

The mean and standard deviation of these errors of the
three separate methods and three fusion methods compared
to ground truth are given in Table 4. The mean error ��error�
is calculated according to

�error =
1

N
�
t=1

N

�Rpredicted�t� − Rground�truth�t�� , �31�

where N is the number of measurements, Rpredicted is the
predicted range, and Rground�truth is the ground truth range at
time t. The standard deviation of the error ��error� is also
given, which is the standard deviation of the mean error.
Furthermore, the mean of the uncertainty �� ��R� per
method, with �R described in Sec. 3.2, is given in Table 4
according to

Fig. 13 Comparison of ground truth and the range estimates of the
methods.

Table 4 Mean, standard deviation of the error, and the mean uncer-
tainty comparison between the methods in CWTs.

Method Error APM AS TMA Best Average Maj. Voting

�error 0.96 4.84 1.29 1.25 1.34 0.57

�error 1.11 4.91 1.13 1.12 1.15 0.47

���R 2.24 4.09 1.68 1.36 2.46 1.90

�

Optical Engineering 026402-1
� �R =
1

N
�
t=1

N

�R�t� , �32�

here N is the number of measurements, and �R is the
ncertainty at time t. From Table 4 we note that the average
f our a priori estimate for the distance uncertainties com-
ares well with the measured errors for the methods AS,
MA, and Best �0.8 to 1.3 times�. However, our a priori
stimate apparently was higher than the measured errors for
ethods APM �2.3 times�, average �1.8�, and majority vot-

ng �3.3�. The majority voting method has the lowest mean
rror, 41% less than the APM method.

.2.2 Analysis of the results
n this section we analyze the results of the CWT by com-
aring the results of the different passive ranging ap-
roaches.

The APM method performs well and is stable. The per-
ormance degradation at closer distances is caused by “clip-
ing” �reaching the maximum value in the digital image� of
he peak value of the intensity of the target. The main rea-
on for the large uncertainty range in this method is the
ncertainty in the estimated target radiant intensity W in
q. �2�. Based on Table 4 the APM method has the best
valuated error of the three methods APM, AS, and TMA.

The AS method performs poorly in these ranges. This
ethod is very sensitive to initial input parameters. The

eason for the poor results of this method is the fluctuation
n the values of the target intensity in the images, which
esults in poor target size estimates. Results should improve
hen higher resolution images are available.
The TMA method gives fair results, and with lower un-

ertainty than the other separate methods. The described
ethod for TMA does not work for a so-called weaving

arget, which was the case during the beginning and the end
f the track trial. When a target is at a steady course and is
oming inbound to the ship, the method gives a distance
ndication. Furthermore, the time between distance estima-
ions is chosen arbitrarily here. This gives more uncertainty
hen the time between two distance estimations is small

for example, for the first measurement at t=164�. The per-
ormance degradation at closer ranges is due to the sensi-
ivity for the errors in the model �at that moment, the target
s no longer stationary�.

The establishment of confidence levels from range un-
ertainties seems good. When the target approaches, the
onfidence levels are higher. This is correct because at
loser ranges more information is gathered and the uncer-
ainty in the distance estimate is smaller. There is, however,
o influence of the �non-� correctness of the distance esti-
ation on the confidence level. This requires further re-

earch. Furthermore, as we have seen that the uncertainty
or the APM method was substantially larger than the fi-
ally recorded errors, fusion approaches that are now domi-
ated by the TMA, may be improved when the uncertain-
ies can be decreased in the other methods.

The fusion method of majority voting shows an im-
rovement in the distance estimation error of 41% in com-
arison �see Table 4� with the best nonfused method

APM�. Because only one scenario is tested, this result can-

February 2006/Vol. 45�2�2
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de Visser et al.: Passive ranging using an infrared search and track sensor
not necessarily be extended to more scenarios. The
weighted average fusion method performs worse than APM
and TMA because of the influence of the AS method. The
best method performs worse than APM because of the in-
fluence of TMA and its high confidence levels.

5 Discussion
The APM method performs well and is stable. Improve-
ment of the estimation at closer distances would be ob-
tained by extrapolating the clipped values of the peak in-
tensity of the target to imaginary higher values. The
uncertainty in the distance estimation is reduced if the un-
certainty for the input parameter W �target radiant intensity�
can be reduced. The fact that the observed error is substan-
tially lower than the a priori uncertainty gives some infor-
mation that this method may require more optimization. A
disadvantage of this method is that the transmission in the
direction of the target and the target signature are required
input data. Besides that, background intensity and standard
deviation of the IRST image must also be calculated at
every time step. Calculation of the TTG is possible with
this method. This is used for priority scaling of targets in
the IRST system.

Typical antisurface warfare scenarios were performed
during WWTs. Bearing and elevation resolution of the im-
aging system has a large influence on the performance of
the TMA algorithm. This is, however, a cost driver and, in
most cases, a given property. Future investigation should
also include how other types of information, as discussed in
this paper, could be fused in the TMA algorithm. In this
way, more stressing anti-air warfare scenarios could also
benefit from passive ranging techniques. The poor perfor-
mance of the AS method might well be improved by using
more sensitive IR equipment with higher spatial resolution.
Additionally, image analysis tools, such as, for instance,
dynamic superresolution, are essential to apply this tech-
nique with good range performance and low uncertainties.

The TMA stationary method should perform better when
it is applied with the use of track filters, as is shown during
the WWTs. Especially, predictions from a filter for posi-
tions of the target in the near future are useful for the dis-
tance estimation. During the CWT test scenario the updated
x and y positions of the target are calculated with the ref-
erence distance to the target. This was done to demonstrate
the principle of the TMA stationary method. A simulated
scenario would give the same information for the TMA
stationary variant. The live test scenario mainly added extra
information for the possible fusion of the APM and AS
distance estimation methods. Furthermore, tests with the
preproduction model and live bearing data placed aboard an
ADCF have not yet been performed but are a subject for
further research.

Little information is found in literature about fusion of
passive ranging methods. Our investigation to combine dif-
ferent passive ranging methods looks promising. The fusion
method majority voting shows a better performance than
the separate APM and TMA methods. A better performance
can be achieved by enhancing the confidence levels. The
influence of the error for each method compared to ground
truth can improve this confidence level. The uncertainty in
the methods �and confidence levels� is probably reduced

when correlation between the input parameters is imple- p
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ented in the overall uncertainty analysis. The input pa-
ameter sensitivity analysis performed here assumed inde-
endent input parameters. Additionally, the APM and AS
ethods require ranging guidance from some external

ource for the initial positioning. In our case, the TMA
alue was used. This also shows that a passive ranging
usion system is required, and that a priori uncertainty es-
imates may be correlated between the various methods.

Future work should focus on the method “intensity-
istance diagrams,” which are only briefly mentioned in
ec. 2. Using databases with targets and their IR transmis-
ions in the MWIR and LWIR bands, will optimize the
ual-band opportunities of the sensor in question. Practical
uture work is possible when the sensor is placed aboard
he ADCF, the implementation of a software module for
distance indications” provides improved situational aware-
ess. An extension for the distance estimation is possible
hen the bearing information of the IRST sensor is fused
ith the bearing information from the trainable electro-
ptical observation system �TEOOS� that is already placed
board the ADCF �TEOOS is also equipped with a laser
ange finder�.

Passive ranging is an elegant method to acquire a 3-D
ecognized air and surface picture of the near surroundings
f a naval ship without giving away the own ship position.
urthermore, imaging sensor systems give additional visual

nformation to the operator in the command center, infor-
ation that is more important today during brown water

perations.

Conclusions
e discussed three separate methods for passive ranging
ith an IRST sensor and two practical implementations
ith real data. The TMA algorithm in combination with the

RST system, used during WWTs, proved to give good re-
ults in real antisurface warfare scenarios. Accuracies of 10
ere obtained. For anti-air warfare scenarios, where reac-

ion time is a larger issue, other types of information fusion
re still required and are a subject for further investigation.

We demonstrated passive ranging capability of an IR
ensor, with a certain level of accuracy. Based on the CWT
cenario and the passive ranging methods atmospheric
ropagation, AS of the target, stationary TMA, and the fu-
ion of these methods, we demonstrated that fusion of in-
ormation improves the distance estimation for a realistic
cenario. The fusion method majority voting improves the
istance estimation with 41% compared to the best separate
PM method. This best separate method already performs
uite well and is stable. An accuracy of the distance esti-
ation of 5% at 8 km was reached for the specific test

cenario. The results of the AS of the target method are in
eneral not good. A recommendation for future work is to
erform tests at an Air Defense Command Frigate when the
RST sensor is placed aboard the ship.
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